Stars in a cold winter sky. December 13, 2019. The constellation of the Charioteer
(Auriga) visible behind St Peter and St Paul's church. Its brightest star, Capella, is
seen near the top of the tower church. Capella, comprising four stars, lies about 43
light years away, which means that its light began its journey to us in 1976.
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Seasonal ecology and aliens.
Planet Earth experienced the 2nd warmest November on record.

Christmas trees – ecology and alien worlds.
As we headed towards the end of 2019, the Christmas festivities are underway. In the early
evening, the parishioners of St Peter and St Paul's Church, out in the fields at Ash, Kent, were
setting up their annual contest of mini-Christmas tree for Dec. 14, 2019,
The “tree,” ”Carbon Capture,” from the New Ash Green
Woodlands Group, made no attempt to look like a conventional
fir or pine tree, but instead, a stand of reed mace
from the wetlands. The designer reminds us of the importance of
wetlands in terms of carbon. “The Paris climate change agreement
recognizes the role wetlands play in limiting the amount of carbon
in the atmosphere.” The Ramsar Convention on Wetlands: 30 January 2019.
The New Ash Green Arts Community “Out of this World” Space
Tree took us into another area at the front line of 21 st Century
research. Not only do they give us a Sun, planets and stars. The
alien flora was a nice surprise – this is an area in which the
Ecospheres Project team has pursued research, papers and
conference presentations – and we aim to continue in 2020.
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Seasons in South East England

November 2019
A colder, dimmer and wetter month.
This was the situation across the entire UK.
The mean temperature for the UK (provision)
was 5.3oC, which is 0.9oC below the 19812010 long-term average. That for England was
6.2oC, which was -0.7oC the norm.
Our region, the Met Office's SE and central S
England, had the second warmest mean at
6.7oC, which was 0.7oC below the norm. The
warmest mean was England SW & Wales S at
6.8oC, which was also 0.7oC below its norm.
The first day of November saw the UK's
maximum temperature (16.9oC), which was
recorded at North Wyke in Devon, England. In
our region, this was also the warmest day at
Heathrow in Greater London, above 16oC.
Upper: Woodlands in North West Kent were turning
into their autumn colours.
Lower: The annual celebration of Fireworks Night, or
Bonfire Night, is held around November 5. There had
been an ancient bonfire night at Samhain, on Oct. 31
or Nov. 1. However, in the turbulent religious and
political conflicts of the 1600s, the failure by
Catholic assassins (notably Guy Fawkes) to blow up
the Upper House of Parliament, killing James I,
bishops, lords and commons, became an annual
celebration. An Observance of 5th November Act
1605 was passed in January 1606.
Today, the sectarian conflicts have lost much of their
immediate urgency in SE England. On the other hand,
in this age of environmental awareness, questions
about this very popular event are being raised in
addition to long-standing issues about safety to
participants and pets, even the psychological effects
of detonations on victims from war zones. A press
release from Newcastle University appeared with
seasonal timing on 5 November 2019, with
information from Prof. Phil James, He told readers
that “levels of fine particulate matter (PM2.5) . . .
rocketed between 8pm and midnight last year on
bonfire night, rising from a daytime level of around
20 micrograms/m3 to almost 80 micrograms/m3 just
before 11pm.”
Compare this with the annual
average of 25 micrograms/m3. It was eight times the
World Health Organisation’s recommended limit of 10
micrograms/m3. Also: “Bonfire night 2018 between
6pm and midnight was the highest value for PM2.5
recorded last year, with a median value of 56ug/m3
against a normal background of between 10 ~ 20
ug/m3. DEFRA’s requirements for annual average
value is 25ug/m3.”
Members of the Prime Meridian team joined the large
crowed who enjoyed the fireworks display at New
Ash Green, Kent on Nov. 2. The future will hear more
debate on the theme of spoilsports versus pollution.

Above: Seasonal bonfire on November 2, 2019 at New Ash Green,
Kent.
Right: A large puddle after rains near Hartley, Kent on November 3.
Below: The Sun setting behind trees and clouds, from New Ash
Green, Kent. November 3.

The UK's minimum temperature was -9.9oC, recorded at
Braemar, Aberdeenshire in Scotland, on the November 19.
In our region, this was also the coldest day (below -2 oC) at
Heathrow in Greater London.
https://www.weatheronline.co.uk/weather/maps/city?
WMO=03772&ART=&LEVEL=150

Above: Overhead we see autumnal leaves of the black poplars (Populus nigra) beside Belair Park lake,
West Dulwich, South London. November 7. These trees were planted by some of the members of our
team in 1992 as part of their project to create ecology areas in their own locality.
Below left: In preparation for the Nov. 11 Remembrance Day, imitation poppies were hung from a
leafless tree at Hartley, Kent. Nov 9. Below centre and right: Yellowing leaves in woodlands at Hartley
Bottom, Kent. Nov. 9.
Monthly means for SE and central S England. Max. temp.: 9.8 oC (-0.9C); min. temp.: 3.6oC (0.6oC). Hours of
sunshine: 60.5 (85 %). Rain: 108.2 mm (124%). Anomalies re. 1981-2010 norm in brackets. Date obtained from
Met Office on-line monthly reports.

https://www.metoffice.gov.uk/research/climate/maps-and-data/regional-values

On previous page, above: As November
continued, so did the autumnal colours in the
trees and hedgerows at Hartley Bottom, Kent.
Travellor's Joy or Old Man's Beard; Clematis
vitalba) at right, is well known for its white
fluffy seed heads, which remain during the
winter months.
Below: Woods on November 18 (left) and 23
(right), 2019 near West Kingsdown, Kent.
This page, above: November 29, 2019. A
cold and wet ground beneath a coppice of
willows in the ecology area of Belair Park.
Right: The Sun sets early in the afternoon,
behind the lake at Belair Park.

Encounter with another world.
November 11, 2019 offered an opportunity
to glimpse another planet in broad daylight
as it crossed the Sun. Such “transits” of
Mercury occur only when Earth lines up with
Mercury and the Sun. This can happen in May
(Mercury's descending node) and November
(Mercury 's ascending node) and there are 13
to 14 occurrences every century. The most
recent transit took place on May 9, 2019,
and the next two transits will be November
13 2032 and November 7, 2039. Until then,
observers must find Mercury shortly before
dawn or after sunset.
To catch their last opportunity for more than
a decade, members of the Crayford
Astronomical Society gathered with their
telescopes on a chilly afternoon in a field in
North East Kent. Despite low sun angles
available only through gaps in the clouds,
Mercury was spotted and caught on camera.
Mercury, just 4880 km across, and 5.5% the
Earth's mass, is also the closest planet to our
star. It is a “terrestrial” planet, which like the
Earth is composed primarily of silicate and
metal. Unlike Earth, it is devoid of ocean or
thick atmosphere, but much remains to be
discover about its geology and relationship
with the history of the Solar System. This, in
turn, enables us to understand our Earth and
its story.
Our thanks to the CAS for letting us join them
to watch Mercury through their telescopes.
(Note that the Sun must be observed safely
with appropriate filters; information can be
found from a good astronomical association)

This image of Mercury about to cross
the Sun was from NASA's Solar
Dynamics Observatory (SDO) satellite,
which orbits the Earth between 35,783
and 35, 804 km.

Above: Fallen leaves and the reflections of autumnal trees on the water on the lake at Belair
Park. November 7.

Global climate: November was the second warmest on record.
The USA's National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration stated: “The November 2019 global land
and ocean surface temperature was 0.92 oC . . . above average and the second highest November
temperature in the 140-year record. Only November 2015 was warmer at +1.01 oC . . . . The five warmest
November global land and ocean surface temperature departures from average have occurred since 2013.
November 2019 marked the 43rd consecutive November and the 419th consecutive month with
temperatures, at least nominally, above the 20th century average.”
Source: NOAA National Climatic Data Center, State of the Climate: Global Analysis for November
2019. Published online. Data is provisional. All the anomalies quoted are positive. Readers can obtain
further information from NOAA:
https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/sotc/global/201911

Right: Approaching the Full Moon on the evening
of November 11, 2019. The precise moment of
Full was during the day of November 12 at
13:37:24 GMT, when the Moon had not yet risen
in South East England.

Above: By the close of November, the trees around the lake at Belair Park, South London had lost
many of their leaves. We continued into the year's colder and darker days. Belair Park.
November 29.
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